Directions to Johns Hopkins Cafeteria
(Subway, Flamers, Smoothie Co., Einstein Bagels, Noble Roman’s)
Cross N.
N Broadway and enter the main lobby of the 707 Building
Building.
Walk to the right of the security desk and down the hallway through the double
doors.
Take a right after passing through the double doors, and pass the ocean mural.

Wind to the left and then to the right along with the hallway. There will be
colored pipes on the left side of the hallway.
At the end of the hallway, go through the doorway on your right and walk down a
slope to the elevators.
You are currently on floor SB/B2. Take the elevators to the 1st floor
(Pediatric Emergency Floor).
Turn right out of the elevator and follow the hallway. Make the first right down a
narrow hallway, towards the main lobby (there is a sign overhead).
Pass the children’s admitting center
and turn at the intersection. A Café
will be on your right
right. Continue down
the hall, the enchanted park will be
on your left and the Johns Hopkins
Eatery will be across the hall.

Directions to Grille 601
(Blimpie’s, Cafeteria, Flamers, Noble Roman’s)

Exit Kennedy Krieger, turn right and cross
Monument Street. Walk down Broadway for
approximately 1 block until you reach the
dome. Turn right down the brick walkway,
and make your first left.

Continue straight down the brick
walkway, and make your first left.

Pass a garden on the left and enter
the building beyond the garden.
Once inside, make an immediate
left, and you will enter Grille 601.

Directions to Me Latte
(Kosher Café: Wraps, Sandwiches, Salads, Snacks, Espresso)

Exit Kennedy Krieger, turn right and cross
Monument Street.
Street Walk down Broadway for
approximately 2 blocks (the dome will be
across the street and to your left as you are
walking).

At Jefferson Street, where the traffic
circle is located, turn right and follow
the street p
passing
g the Blaustein building
g
on your left and continuing to the
Koch Cancer Research Building.

Enter the Koch Building, on your
left, through the revolving door
and take the stairs on your left.
At the top,
top turn right and the
Café is straight ahead.

